AWAKENING THE LION
Your support to restore Generali leadership
in the global insurance arena

Disclaimer
•

•

All analysis in the document come from an outside-in perspective, based exclusively on publicly available data
–

Press releases and Investor Days of Generali and its competitors / peers (mainly Allianz, AXA, Zurich)

–

Analysts’ reports from major investment banks

–

Major providers of economic and financial data (e.g., Bloomberg, CapitalIQ, Refinitiv, SR Sigma)

–

Web scraping

–

Economic results (and its KPIs) published by Generali Group every six months on Generali website were used as basis of reference for the projections 22-24; 2021 starting point is aligned in terms of Net Profit to consensus of analysts on 11/01/2022 (2,8B€)

This document has been provided for information purposes only and may not under any circumstances be relied upon by any person to evaluate the merits of investing or disinvesting in any form of Generali (the “Securities” or
the “Company”). The information in this document has not been approved or verified by any regulatory authority. This document presents analysis of publicly available information on the Company, including their current
financial situation and the possible actions that may lead to unlocking further shareholder value. No statement in this overview constitutes or form a part of, or should be construed as, investment, legal, or tax advice, nor is any
statement an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any security or other instrument, or an offer to arrange any transaction, or to enter into legal relations by any person. No representation or warranty, express or
implied, is made as to, nor reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, correctness, reasonableness or completeness of any information contained herein, and the recipient accepts all risk in relying on this information for
any purpose whatsoever. Without prejudice to the foregoing, any views expressed herein are the opinions of as of the date on which this document has been prepared and are subject to change at any time without notice.
Caltagirone Group does not undertake to update this information. The information contained in this presentation is based upon proprietary research and analysis of public information conducted by Caltagirone Group and its
affiliates, the reasonableness of which must be evaluated by investors and prospective investors. Statements made in this document may include forward-looking statements. These statements may be identified by the fact that
they use words such as “anticipate”, “estimate”, “should”, “expect”, “guidance”, “project”, “intend”, “plan”, “believe”, and/or other words and terms of similar meaning in connection with, among other things, any discussion
of results of operations, financial condition, liquidity, prospects, growth, strategies or developments in the industry in which Caltagirone Group operates. In some cases, forward-looking statements can be identified by
terminology such as “may”, “should”, “expect”, “intend”, “will”, “estimate”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “predict”, “project,” “target”, “plan”, or “potentially” or the negatives of these terms or variations of them or similar
terminology. Forward-looking information contained in this document, including all statements of opinion and/or belief, are predictions, projections and other statements about future events that are based on a variety of
estimates, assumptions, projections and predictions by Caltagirone Group and other statements about future events that are based on current expectations and assumptions and, as a result, are subject to risks, uncertainties, and
other factors which could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These estimates and assumptions are inherently uncertain and are subject to numerous
business, industry, market, regulatory, competitive, and financial risks that are outside of Caltagirone Group control, therefore, forward-looking contained herein should not be taken as a representation that such statements or
opinion will continue in the future. There can be no assurance that the assumptions will prove accurate. This document has been prepared without regard to the specific investment objectives, qualification, financial situation and
needs of any particular recipient. The recipient should not rely on the information contained herein in connection with any investment decision. The distribution of this document may be restricted by law in certain jurisdictions.
Persons into whose possession this document comes are required to inform themselves about and to observe any such restrictions. Caltagirone Group is not acting for or on behalf of any recipient of this document. The receipt
of this document is not to be construed as the giving of investment advice by Caltagirone Group to the recipient or to constitute any person a client of Caltagirone Group. Caltagirone Group is not responsible to any person for
providing advice in relation to the subject matter of this document. In any case, the recipient of this document should discuss with its professional legal, accounting, tax, or other adviser how it may be affected by the information
herein and make its own assessment. To the fullest extent permitted by law, none of Caltagirone Group or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents or advisers will be responsible or liable for any losses, whether direct,
indirect or consequential, including loss of profits, damages, costs, claims or expenses, relating to or arising from the recipient’s or any person’s use of this document, its contents, its omissions, reliance upon any part of this
document or opinion communicated in relation thereto or otherwise arising in connection therewith. This shall not exclude or limit any liability for or remedy in respect of fraud.
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About us

C L A U D I O C O S TA M A G N A

Candidate
Chairman

• Formerly Head and Chairman of Goldman Sachs
Investment Banking Division for EMEA
• Former Chairman of Salini Impregilo (current WeBuild),
Cassa Depositi e Prestiti, AAA-Advanced Accelerator
Applications, Revo/Elba

• Director of FTI Consulting and other private
Companies
• Former Director of Luxottica, Bulgari, Virgin Group
Holdings, Breaking Views and others
• Highly international profile with extensive experience
into M&A transactions, coupled with broad
recognition in the financial community

LUCIANO CIRINÀ

Candidate
CEO

• Recently Generali Austria & Central Eastern Europe
Regional CEO
– Managing Austria, Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, Slovakia,
Serbia, Montenegro, Romania, Slovenia, Bulgaria and Croatia

• 30+ years of experience in Generali working across
several divisions and multiple geographies
• Core skills and experiences:
– Performance improvement leveraging on strong insurance
technical capabilities and IT & Digital transformation expertise
– Organizational effectiveness and efficiency, including
distribution redesign
– Post-M&A integrations

• Highly international profile with a track record of
delivery and a strong passion for Generali
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A CHANGE IS NEEDED
WHY WE ARE HERE

• Generali positioning has weakened over time
– Lack of effectiveness of transformational initiatives performed so far
– Low ambition in the latest Investor Day Plan:

> Very limited organic growth and strategic priorities not highly prioritized
> Group weaknesses not addressed, overall lack of transparency

• Generali needs to address some relevant governance issues
– BoD list and CEO confirmation proposed by current expiring BoD,
expression of a list promoted in 2019 by Mediobanca, a shareholder with
material influence and underlying conflicts of interest
– Related Party Transactions procedure to be tightened with respect to
exemption thresholds, procedures and disclosure
– CEO with excessive powers and a remuneration package under scrutiny by
proxy advisors
4

WE NEED TO AWAKEN THE LION
WHY TO SUPPORT US

• A compelling new strategy
– STRATEGIC RE-POSITIONING to secure long-term perspective
– BOLD AMBITION based on five clear strategic levers
– CONFIRMED DIVIDENDS (as well as 2022 buyback)

• Gold-standard governance
– STRONGLY SKILLED AND INDEPENDENT LIST:
> Highly qualified CEO and Chairman with proven track record of execution
excellence and consolidated experience in insurance

> Directors with wide spectrum of expertise in the industry challenges ahead
– ZERO TOLERANCE FOR CONFLICTS OF INTEREST: review of
thresholds and procedures for the exemption from Related Party Transactions
and transparent reporting
– REBALANCED CEO POWERS according to the best governance
practices
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OUR AMBITION: More profitable and better positioned-for-growth
KEY TARGETS 22-24

More profitable:

N E T I N C O M E C O M PA R I S O N
Generali Net Income (B€)

EPS ’21-’24 CAGR >14%
of which >11% organic vs. 6-8% CAGR of Investor Day Plan

~9,5-10,5B€
of cumulative cash available by end of 2024

Confirmed dividends1
and 2022 buyback welcomed, as per Investor Day Plan

Better positioned for growth:
<55% Cost/Income ratio
with a gross cost saving of up to 0,6B€

+75% cash for internal redeployment
vs Investor Day Plan

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43
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WHY VOTE FOR OUR LIST:
1. Properly ambitious, executable strategy
2. Gold-standard governance
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Generali is leaving the “Great Four Club”

End of

MARKET
CAP:

>8B€
lost

2005
Mkt cap, B€

~1% CAGR

37,7

50,8

60,2

End of

2021
Mkt cap, B€

Gross
Written
Premiums:

25,9

29,5

58,1

63,4

85,0

2005
GWP, B€

62,8 64,8 66,0

39,7

2021
GWP, B€

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

47,0

75,8

86,1

96,8
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Unsolved gaps in business mix and cost performance
Predominant Life share, in low rates environment
Gross Written Premiums
(%, 2021)

P&C

Under scale in Asset Management

Unsatisfactory central cost performance
Avg. Holding cost / Avg. EBIT
(%, 2019-2021)

Life

3rd party AuM lower than peers…
(% on tot, 31.12.2021)

Generali

Allianz GI

AXA IM

20%

~70%

>40%

~+3,5p.p.

..and slower 3rd party net inflows growth
(3rd party net inflows, last 2 years)

1

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43
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Generali

Allianz GI

AXA IM

~ +4 B€

> +50 B€

~ +30 B€

3
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Unsolved gaps in geographic footprint and countries performance
Geo presence is sub-optimal

ITA, FRA,
GER and
ACEE

Sub scale in Asia

Profitability gaps in some mature markets

% Op. Result Asia / Op. Result Group1
(%, 2021)

Op. Result/Gross Written Premiums1
(%, 2021)

= >85%
of 2021 Op. Result1

ACEE

Other 17
countries

= <15%

Italy P&C Op. Result/ Gross Written Premiums
(%, average 2017-2021)

of 2021 Op. Result1

2

(*) -0,3% excluding Cattolica4
All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

3
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Unsolved gaps in M&A and Technology investments
M&A: underinvesting in small size transactions
M&A Cumulative Deal Size1
(B€, 2018-2021)

Tech: lack of clear strategy and lagging in investments
Low
investments

• Generali 2019-21 Plan allocated avg. 0,3B€ p.y. (total of 1,1B€
in 3 years) to digital transformation
• Allianz 2016-18 Capital Markets Day allocated avg. 0,7 B€ p.y.
to IT transformation
• AXA 2016-20 Plan allocated avg. 0,6B€ p.y. (total of 3B€ in 5
years) to transformation initiatives

Weak
capabilities

Late on fintech
/ insurtech

• Heavy dependency on 1 provider due to IT partners
consolidation and GOSP launch

• Moving late: fund launched in 2021 vs. Allianz in 2013 and AXA
in 2015

• Small scale: Allianz Insurtech fund2 AuM today is 8x Generali
forecast for 2024 (AXA3 is ~4x)

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43
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Plan presented by management during Investor Day gives no answers and is not ambitious

Geo footprint

No answers to gaps

Hardly measurable and trackable

• No communication on markets exits or footprint simplification

• Plan is vague: “Reinforce leadership in Europe and strengthen
presence in selected Asian markets”

• Italy: No focus on performance, no back-to-growth strategy

• No targets / projections by geography

Costs performance

Business
performance
Technology

M&A strategy
and execution

• Cost/ Income: decrease of only 2-3 p.p. and with no info on “target
income” and “how to”

• Full cost stack: no representation – no historical, no today, no 2024

• No portfolio rebalance: share of Life Gross Written Premiums (today
68%) expected to remain stable in 23-241

• Engines of future growth: missing / unclear

• Asset Management revenues: growth below last 3 years (250M€ this
Plan vs actual ‘19-’21 ~320M€)

• No ‘21-’24 P&L recap

• No clear targets for Life LoB

• Cash for “internal redeployment”: ~0,6B€ (7% of total) vs. Allianz
4B€ (17% of total)

• Investments: no detail on destination or planned ROI

• Insurtech Venture Capital fund: size <25% vs Allianz’s and AXA’s

• Tech capabilities: no clear stance on insourcing vs outsourcing

• Cash available for M&A: down from previous Plan (2,7B€ vs 3B€),
despite higher total cash generation

• Recent acquisitions: lack of info on performance (e.g., AM
boutiques)

• IT architecture: lack of strategy, target state, roadmap

EPS CAGR target of 6-8% not ambitious: 5-6% reachable with capital management moves alone, organic effort 1-2% only
All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43
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Properly ambitious and executable strategy: 5+ priorities that differentiate our strategy
Geo footprint
REVIEW AND RATIONALIZATION
• Focus only where we can achieve growth and profitability

1
Bold M&A strategy
& EFFICIENT LEVERAGE
•

Maximize cash potential to up to 7B€
to play for large M&A

•

1,5B€ investments to be ready for
stakeholders of 2030 and re-gain
independence from single provider

Cost-excellent organization
FIT FOR BUSINESS GROWTH

+

5

2

Differentiator in
ESG

>14%
EPS CAGR

Step change in
TECH & DATA-ANALYTICS (TDA)

• Free up resources for growth

4

• Simplified operating model for cost
leadership among peers, targeting a gross saving
up to 0,6B€

Business performance

3

ACCELERATION
• Enhanced performance management in every
Country to stretch ambitions
• Focus management on few priority areas:
– 1) Small & MidCo, 2) Health, 3) Asset Management

• “Hybrid” operating model with agents
All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43
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1/ GEO FOOTPRINT REVIEW AND RATIONALIZATION

Geo footprint review and
rationalization

Goal

• Free up resources to be reinvested in organic and
inorganic growth, also through divestitures where there
are no sizable opportunities

1

• Thorough review of portfolio considering:

Levers

5

2

+

4
All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

• Increase management focus where we can achieve
mid and long-term growth and profitability

– Ability to succeed (competitive positioning & assets)
– Market potential (size & growth)
– Financial attractiveness

• Develop presence in China, India and in USA
(especially for Asset Management activities)

3
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1/ GEO FOOTPRINT REVIEW AND RATIONALIZATION

Leadership in EU, growth in China & India

Italy
Consolidate
leadership

France
Germany

Grow

Central &
Eastern Europe
Spain
China
India
Indonesia

• Italy, France and Germany expected to grow
(est. 3,1-4,4% ‘21-’25 market CAGR):
reinforce leadership in core markets
through organic actions, e.g. developing P&C

• Countries expected to grow at an even
higher rate (est. 4,0-5,0+% ‘21-’25 market
CAGR): opportunity to grow either organically
and/or M&A and partnerships, e.g.
– Take advantage of the fastest growing CEE region
(est. 6,8% ‘21-’25 market CAGR)
– Develop countries such as China and India through
partnership to speed up market access
Current footprint
Generali Insurance

Enter new
markets

USA

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

• Acquisitions or Corporate Venturing with
focus on Asset Management

Asset & Wealth Management or Global Business Lines
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2/ COST-EXCELLENT ORGANIZATION FIT FOR BUSINESS GROWTH

Cost-excellent organization fit
for business growth

Levers

2

+

4
All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

From an “average cost position” to cost leadership in
peer group

•

Activation from “day one” of a comprehensive
program to increase efficiency focused on:

Goal

1
5

•

– Holding simplification
– Organizational review
– Non-business functions review
– Process streamlining and IT consolidation
– Investment in talent retention

3
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2/ COST-EXCELLENT ORGANIZATION FIT FOR BUSINESS GROWTH

From an average cost position to cost leadership in peer group
Today
C/I
(%)

New ambition on Cost/ Income target

ratio1

C/I

63% post- announced
cost transformations

Of which:
- ~30% Expenses improvement
- ~70% Income improvement

ratio1

- 9 p.p. (up to 0,6B€ savings)
• Duplication of activities between
Centre and Countries
2

4

3

• Federative model not delivering light
central structure and costs
• Heterogeneous / complex structure

Holding costs
(% Holding cost / EBIT, Avg. 2019-2021)

– 4 layers to manage Asia (Head-Office,
International, GARO and Countries)

– International. manages multi-continental
span of control (Asia, LatAm, Europe)

5

Program to achieve new ambition
Launch from “day one” of a comprehensive program to increase
efficiency

1
2
3
4
5

Simplification of overall structure and rightsizing
Organization redesign to address current complex structure
Streamlining and thorough spending review of non-business functions

Process simplification (focus on automation/digitization) and IT consolidation
Investment in talent retention

Note: (1) Expenses/(EBT – interest on financial debt+ Expenses) where expenses excludes indemnities, commissions, interest on financial debt, investment expenses; (2) Generali reference year 2021; (3) Peers include AXA (ref. year 2019 -Latest Pre-Covid estimate available) and Zurich (ref.
year 2021); (4) Comparables include Aviva (ref. year 2019 - Latest Pre-Covid estimate available; 2021 with impacts of large one-off disposals) and Manulife (ref. year 2021); (5) Includes Allianz, AXA and Zurich (segment holding – expenses)
17
Sources at page 41; Glossary at page 43

3/ BUSINESS PERFORMANCE ACCELERATION

Business performance
acceleration

Levers

2

+
4

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

Concentrate management focus, by raising
accountability and concretely incentivizing results

•

Reduce prevalence of Life business by growing other
sectors

Goal

1
5

•

• Enhanced performance management in every Country
to stretch ambitions based on benchmarks (Italy priority
#1)
• Focus on 3 priority areas:
– Become the first-choice Insurer for Small & MidCo
– Launch a “Single Integrated Ecosystem for Health”
– Implement a bolder strategy for “Asset & Wealth Mgmt 4.0”

3

• Transition towards a “hybrid” operating model with our
agents’ network
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3/ BUSINESS PERFORMANCE ACCELERATION / PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Performance review in every Country to stretch ambitions
Every BU/ Country to be monitored on…

1
2
3

Growth
Technical Result

P&C profitability is the issue in Italy

Ambition for Italy: getting back to growth

Italy P&C Op. Result/ Gross Written Premiums
(%, average 2017-2021)

~-2 percentage points of Loss Ratio
Review claims operating model

Cost Performance

Improvement of anti-fraud performances (including use
of AA/AI)

…benchmarked to stretch ambitions…
1

2

• Market average
• Peer average in that market
• Best performing player

Two major issues for P&C profit in Italy

Lower technical
performance

…keeping in mind market’s specifics

1

• Strategic positioning

Loss Ratio
(%, avg. 2017-2020)

Innovation of claims supply chain (experts, doctors,
lawyers, etc.) and more repair-in-kind
Leverage Big Data along claims value chain to increase claims
accuracy

market
2 Declining
share

Market share growth >1 p.p.

P&C Market share
(%, 2005-2020)

More management focus + enhancement of performance
steering

• Portfolio mix

Health as a priority

• Distribution mix

Products cross-sell on Small & MidCo
Faster go-to-market thanks to digital

Targeting +0,6B€ Op. Result
All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

Market
avg.

ITALY EXAMPLE
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3/ BUSINESS PERFORMANCE ACCELERATION / SMALL & MIDCO

Small & MidCo insurance market: growing and profitable
Fast-growing, highly-profitable market 1

What is needed to expand leadership in Small & MidCo

Gross Written Premiums CAGR ’21-’24, Europe
(%)
2

1

2

Italy, Austria, CEE (currently leading position): strengthen proposition through advisory
services & risk prevention
• Cybersecurity support
– Vulnerability assessment (predictive modelling)
– Education
– Security platform and 24/7 response team

• Climate risk management
Combined Ratio, Europe
(%, 2020)

– Advice on risks to business due to climate
– Prediction on financial effect of natural disasters
3

2

• Employee health and safety
– Wellness programs
– Support to employees’ mental wellbeing

• Fleet and property management
– Property sensor alerts in case of damages/threats
– Insights on driver behaviour (plug-in devices)

In other markets with potential (mainly FRA, SPA, GER): replicate and plug & play
“Generali way” model
• Advisory & Risk Assessment
– Well-trained advisors, with business capabilities in specific industries (beside Insurance)

• Risk Appetite & Underwriting
Competitor moves
• Allianz revising MidCo strategy to make it “one and global”
• AXA building on its position as “leading global insurer for
Commercial lines”
All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

– Modular products: lean yet comprehensive
– Enhanced risk management capabilities

• Claims Management & Service Delivery
– Seamless and digital process from pre to after sales
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3/ BUSINESS PERFORMANCE ACCELERATION / HEALTH

Health insurance market: large and growing
Market1 is growing fast with room for
growth in OOP2 expenses

A single integrated Health offering

Gross Written Premiums CAGR ’21-’24, Europe
(%)
3

3

Household out-of-pocket expenditure
(B€, % of total HC expenditure, 2019)

Ambitious final target
• Become the one-stop pivot player in the Healthcare space along the entire patient journey
• Not only Health policies, but a full “ecosystem of services” including fee businesses

360° coverage model along patient journey
Network and
Claim Services

Engagement and
prevention platform

Evolved
patient care

Assistance to elderly
and other fragile people

Remote care and
telemedicine

Open Platform with Generali as orchestrator for multiple actors: Healthcare providers (e.g., Hospitals),
PharmaCo, Healthcare Editors, Institutions, …

3 actions to start
Competitor moves
• Allianz: health is one of 3 strategic priorities, backed by
clear targets and at the centre of customer-friendly platform
• AXA: willing to expand its “Health leader position across
Europe and Asia”
All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

1

2

3

Make Europ Assistance as Global
Assistance Business line,
consolidating different units

Explore vertical integration
opportunities along the
Healthcare value chain

Pilot partnerships with local
Health Institutions in target
markets
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3/ BUSINESS PERFORMANCE ACCELERATION / ASSET &

WEALTH MANAGEMENT

Asset & Wealth management: increase size and margins
Main issues on current A&WM positioning

Long-term vision: 1T€ AuM size, with sustainable profitability

Asset Management performances are behind competitors
1

3rd party AuM
(B€, % total, 2021)

113B€ (20%)

456B€ (68%)

390B€ (44%)

Net inflows 3rd party
(B€, last 2 years)

+4,5B€

+52,5B€

+29,6B€2

20bps

35bps

21bps

Revenues/AuM, 2021

Multi-boutique strategy was not successful
• Mixed performance (e.g., Sycomore revenues down in ‘17-’19, no results published thereafter)

Strong
product
factory

• Streamline Operating Model through
Effective
Operating
Model

Operating model is complex and fragmented

Lack of synergies with distribution network
• Country-specific focus of some boutiques and lack of clarity on single platform/3rd party
distribution approach; Banca Generali to be further exploited

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

• Selected asset classes: M&A to become among top 5 players
in the market - niche AMs that have strong customer
advocacy and generate stable AuM
• Real Assets: Reach full scale

• Boutiques are small (avg. boutique AuM 8B€ vs 40B€ for comparables3), not fully recognized for
their specialization, lagging performance (20bps vs comparables3 25bps rev./AuM)

• Excessive number of companies in AM business led by duplication of Holding, generating
redundant activities across the AM value chain (e.g. Operations)

• Multi-asset: Reinforce AM capabilities through hiring,
insourcing and selecting M&A

Expansion
of distribution

– reviewing current activities/ roles along the AM value chain
– simplifying current corporate structure

• Overcome multi-boutique strategy (i.e., avoid profit sharing
in minorities)

• Leverage Generali distribution channels with dedicated
offering
– Strengthen digital distribution
– Reinforce Banca Generali strategy

• Agreements with 3rd party distributors (e.g., Banking) to
enlarge client base
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3/ BUSINESS PERFORMANCE ACCELERATION / AGENTS

« Generali agency model 4.0»: concrete actions to get there
Target

Hybrid advisory

• Physical channels and online interactions coexist in a new differentiating
environment
• Digital tools natively designed around customer and intermediaries needs

Agency model

Incentive system

Services to agents

• Deep customer intelligence & analytics for push-marketing and lead
generation

• 50%+ of digital interactions

• Innovation of agency/broker model: size, ownership structure, proactive
lifecycle management, advisory capabilities, specialized roles (LOBs and customer
segments)

• Advisory led sales process
specialized by customer segment
on more complex needs

• New incentive systems:

• Step up in retention, cross/upselling and acquisition

– Cross channel collaboration (e.g. fees on web customers)
– Activity-driven incentives (e.g. higher commission for acquisition vs renewal, etc.)

• Digitalization of B2B services provided to agents (sales support, product
specialists, training, etc.)

• Simplified & digitally enabled
selling processes for basic needs

• 2x reduction of processing time
through digital & simplified
workflows

• More flexible sales organization resulting in an increased sales effectiveness
All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43
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4/ STEP-CHANGE IN TECH & DATA -ANALYTICS

Step-change in
Tech & Data-Analytics

Levers

2

+
4

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

Unlock growth opportunities for the next 3 years
and enable cost savings

•

Make Generali ready for the next generation of
customers (and employees and agents)

•

Regain independence from single provider

•

Convergence & consolidation of applications

•

Progressive in-sourcing of capabilities

•

Catch-up with the Fintech / Insurtech game

Goal

1
5

•

3
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4/ STEP-CHANGE IN TECH & DATA -ANALYTICS

Three priorities with larger and smarter investments needed
Clear strategy based upon 3 pillars

More capabilities

Stronger Fintech / Insurtech play

1.

Consolidation and modernization at
Country / Region level (ITA, GER, FRA,
ACEE)

•

More internal IT capabilities: stronger
hiring program to bridge the gap on Tech and
Data employees vs. peers

•

2.

Convergence at Group level (where
applicable)

•

«IT in the business»: talent rotation to
ensure IT competencies are widespread across
the Group

More funds: increase investments in Venture
Capital fund by opening-up to third-party
capital partnerships to get closer to AXA/
Allianz (~1-2B€1)

•

No single provider: rescoping of GOSP
span to limit dependency on one single
provider

More partnerships: amplify current tech
partnerships, expanding capabilities across
BUs/local offices

•

More employees involvement: companywide innovation programs to foster
employees’ innovation (e.g., angel investing on
innovation “from the bottom”)

3.

Exploit opportunities of:
> Artificial Intelligence

> Cloud strategy
> Standardized shared services

Consolidation is THE lever to achieve
de-complexity and cost reduction

•

IT “inside” our business

Ecosystem strategy to boost innovation

+ 75% cash for internal redeployment vs. Investor Day Plan towards 1,5-1,6B€ total tech investments for ’22-’24

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43
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5 / BOLD M&A STRATEGY & EFFICIENT LEVERAGE

Bold M&A strategy
& efficient leverage

Goal

1
Levers

5

2

+

4
All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

•

M&A deals serving the strategy

•

Avoid management de-focus on too many deals

•

Accelerate transformation and business mix
transition

•

Concentration on few large deals

•

Leverage on current strong capital positioning

•

Efficient use of leverage

3
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5 / BOLD M&A STRATEGY & EFFICIENT LEVERAGE

M&A strategy: from little / fragmented to large / focused
M&A Strategy: shy so far

New proposed strategy

Largest M&A deal executed in the last 5Y1
(B€)

• FEW LARGE transactions in

Cattolica assicurazioni
(Italy – 2021)

1
2

Geographies of interest for insurance

3

Fintech / Insurtech

Asset and Wealth management

• MORE CASH AVAILABLE FOR M&A: Generali could deploy up to
7B€ for value accretive deals, thanks to
– Higher Net Income vs. Investor Day plan

•

Unclear drivers for M&A target selection and unclear post-deal
performance
– e.g., Sycomore acquired in 2019 despite declining AuM (7,7B€ in 2017 vs. 6,5B€
in 2019); undisclosed post-deal performance

•

Lost opportunities to engage in large transactions

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

– Use of proceeds from geographic footprint rationalization
– Better use of leverage and efficient use of excess capital

• MORE EFFICIENT USE OF LEVERAGE WHILE KEEPING A
PRUDENT SOLVENCY RATIO
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+/ DIFFERENTIATOR IN ESG

Differentiator in ESG

Goal

• We want to build a differentiating ESG leadership
– from simple compliance with ESG expectations – as we are
doing already, and we have achieved a good rating…
– … to being proactive in helping ESG to succeed beyond
Generali itself

1
Levers

5

2

+

4
All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

•

Leading investor in ESG data infrastructure

•

ESG advisor for Small and MidCo

•

“ESG-embedded” product catalogue and value
chain

3
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+/ DIFFERENTIATOR IN ESG

A differentiating ESG leadership
Just ESG “compliant” today

Not leading
peer group

Achieving ESG differentiation

• Generali ESG rating is good but not leading peer
group1
– S&P 5th (Allianz 1st;, Zurich 3rd, AXA 5th)

Leading investor in
ESG data
infrastructure

– Sustainalytics 7th (AXA 1st, Allianz 7th, Zurich 11th)

Not
challenging
future targets

Lower Green &
Sustainable
Investments

– Internal and 3rd party data scattered and incomplete, although requirements defined by
EU regulators (e.g. Green Taxonomy)
– Data collection & maintenance is a key foundation to allow for impact estimation,
including reliable proxies (e.g., at sub-sectorial level) to bridge any data gaps

– MSCI AA (Allianz and AXA AAA, Zurich AA)

“The CMD presentations also covered […] ESG (largely
reiterating existing targets)”

• Set-up a dedicated line of investments to improve availability and
treatment of ESG-related data, which is a critical enabler

ESG advisory model
for Small and MidCo

• Advisors specialized on ESG risks per industry (no longer room for
ESG “generalists”)
– Support clients in adopting ESG practices and stepping up their Risk Management
– Share ESG best practice in the industry

Kepler Analyst Report, December 16th 2021

• Fully incorporate ESG in Risk appetite framework and Underwriting
criteria to all industries, not only Coal and Oil & Gas
Green & Sustainable Investments AuM / Total
proprietary AuM2
(%, 2020)

“ESG-empowered”
value proposition and
value chain

• Systematically target Ethical & Socially Responsible customers
• Sustainable supply chain
– Health ecosystem delivered through local, sustainable providers
– Disclosure on how economics are distributed in the value chain
– Sustainable and local claims “supply chain”

• Products embedding ESG
– Wide adoption of repair-in-kind after environmental incidents
– Product features (e.g. more granular pricing) adapting to progressive accomplishment of
ESG targets

• Double down commitment on societal initiatives and community
support (i.e. “give-back” donations)
All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43
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Properly ambitious and executable strategy: Net Income Full Potential
B€
1)

2)

Recent acquisitions consolidation
(Cattolica, Malaysia, La Medicale)
Markets inertial growth, claims
adjustment, cost inflation

1

>11% organic
EPS CAGR 21-24

~2,5-3%

~2,5-3,5%

1

Geo footprint review and rationalization

• More narrow Holding span
of control

2

Cost-excellent organization
fit for business growth

• Role of the Centre redesign
• Spending review and rightsizing

~6-6,5%
• More managerial focus

~3-4%

>14%

• Free up resources

• Perf. steering enhancement (eg, Italy)
• Extra growth on selected LoBs:

3

–
–
–

Business performance acceleration

Health: mkt share and fee business
Small & MidCo: Market share
AM: 3rd party AuM growth & profitability

• Agents “hybrid” op model

4

Step-change in
tech & data-analytics

• Cheaper developments thanks to IT
consolidation and re-insourcing

5

Bold M&A strategy & efficient leverage

• Interests saving

Note: (1) Excluding result from the acquisition of control of Cattolica group and extraordinary costs for its integration;
Sources at page 42; Glossary at page 43

• Faster releases of developments
thanks to IT consolidation

• Double down on Fintech /
Insurtech
• New M&A contribution
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WHY VOTE FOR OUR LIST:
1. Properly ambitious, executable strategy
2. Gold-standard governance

31

Exiting BoD presented a list that does not address some unsolved governance issues
A set of governance issues to tackle
Not a real
BoD list
Too much
power on
CEO

Too many
exemptions
from RPT

Absence of
LID

Not addressed by BoD list

• Current BoD is largely expression of a list formerly promoted by Mediobanca, a
shareholder with material influence and underlying conflicts of interest

• This same BoD is the one presenting the slate
and proposing current CEO re-appointment

• CEO supervises / designs Related Party Transaction procedure

• Still an issue, no evidence of a rebalance of
powers

• Neither General Manager nor Executive Committee
• CEO remuneration package under severe scrutiny by proxy advisors

• Thresholds for the exemption from Related Party Transaction (RPT)
Committee are too broad

• Still an issue, no evidence of review of
exemption rules

• Lack of adequate reporting and information on transactions exempted

• Current Board is chaired by a non-independent Director; despite that, no
independent board member has been appointed as Lead Independent
Director

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

• The candidate Chair is independent; still, there is
no mention of a candidate LID,
recommendable considering the peculiar position
of Mediobanca in shareholders’ structure (as
holder and borrower) and in the Board
32

Gold-standard governance: our recipe for high independence with zero tolerance for conflicts
of interest
High independence:

1

The list includes a high share of fully independent candidates in order to ensure the board exercises oversight and consistently acts in the best interest of
the company and its stakeholders

2

Nomination of an independent board Chair, able to challenge executive and non-executive directors to actively participate in board discussions, as well as
to act as a board reference point in facilitating the resolution of conflicts

3

Appointment of a Lead Independent Director, a fundamental figure acting as an intermediary between the board chair, members and the company’s
stakeholders; such profile can contribute to building up good relationships within the board

Control over conflicts of interest:

4
5

6

Review of thresholds and procedures for the exemption from Related Party Transaction (RPT) Committee with particular regard to the financial
management of the company’s assets and transparent reporting
The Lead Independent Director will be chairing the RPT committee; Centrality of the role of the chairman of the RPT committee on the revision
about effectiveness and efficacy of the procedure
Rebalancing of power, through (i) reintegration of General Manager role as well as the Executive Committee and (ii) assignment of key supervisory roles to
independent members or LID. Review of eligibility criteria for RPT committees’ members and clear timeframes for each step of the RPT procedure

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43
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Gold-standard governance: a list focusing on leadership and business knowledge; no
prejudice of diversity of skills, gender and background
Selection process
• An independent, external, primary advisor (Korn
Ferry) carried out our slate setup, identifying a pool of
candidates that could ensure an optimal composition
of the Board
• In compliance with diversity and inclusion criteria,
market best practices and qualitative feedback
received from investors and proxy advisors, a long list
of candidates has been defined
– Candidates were selected from among those who possessed
> the legal, regulatory and statutory requirements for
assuming office

> solid experience and adequate professionalism in view
of the Company's activities, its size and operational
complexity
> complete independence from the shareholder submitting
the list
– In the analysis of the professional and leadership criteria,
particular emphasis was placed on the following skills:
insurance/ financial/ AM; governance; international
experience; technology and digital; ESG; time availability

• Such indication was combined with Caltagirone Group
strategic indications and Korn Ferry's advice, in order
to land on the final short list of defined candidates
All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

Our gold standard nominees list

Side-by-side

Candidate
profile

Current
mandates in
public boards

Franco Caltagirone
(1943)

Non independent

2 (1 executive)

Marina Brogi (1967)

Independent

1

Flavio Cattaneo (1963)

Independent

0

Roberta Neri (1964)

Independent

3

Claudio Costamagna
(1956)

Candidate Chairman

1

Luciano Cirinà (1965)

Candidate CEO

0

Alberto Cribiore (1946)

Independent

0

Maria Varsellona (1970)

Independent

0

Paola Schwizer (1965)

Independent

2

Andrea Scrosati (1972)

Independent

0

Stefano Marsaglia
(1955)

Independent

0

Nicoletta Montella
(1973)

Independent

0

Patrizia M.
Giangualano (1959)

Independent

3

Name

Avg. tenure in role (months)

Independence (%)
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Gold-standard governance: our BoD slate covers the full array of competencies that we need
to make our Full Potential ambition come true by end of 2024
Insurance & AM

Tech & Digital

ESG

M&A and Capital
Markets

Audit & Risk

Governance on
large corps

International
background

>50%

~40%

~30%

>60%

~80%

~80%

>50%

Francesco Gaetano Caltagirone
Marina Brogi
Flavio Cattaneo
Roberta Neri
Claudio Costamagna
Luciano Cirinà
Alberto Cribiore
Maria Varsellona
Paola Schwizer
Andrea Scrosati
Stefano Marsaglia
Nicoletta Montella
Patrizia Michela Giangualano
% share on total slate

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43
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FINAL REMARKS
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Awakening the Lion: a recap

FROM

STRATEGIC POSITIONING

GOVERNANCE

• Steady decline of competitive positioning in the last years

• BoD list (and CEO confirmation) promoted by a BoD expression
of a shareholder with underlying conflicts of interest

• Inertial Plan with strategic priorities not addressed, lack of transparency, low ambition

• Overpowerful CEO and limited independency of BoD

TO

•

•

•

More profitable
–

>4,2B€ Net Income 2024 (>+1,4B€ vs ‘21, >14% EPS CAGR ’21-’24)

–

9,5 - 10,5B€ of cumulative cash generated ‘22-’24

–

Dividends forecasts for ‘22-’24 confirmed

Better positioned for growth
–

+75% cash for internal redeployment vs Investor Day plan

–

Up to 0,6B€ saving on expenses, targeting C/I of <55% in 2024

–

Proactive stance on M&A, up to 7B€ of dry powder

Transparent and measurable
–

Five strategic priorities, three LoBs leading growth, few large M&A
sought, simpler Geo footprint

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43

• Truly independent
– ~85% of independent candidates, incl. Chair
– Introducing the LID

• Balanced powers,
control on conflicts of interest
– Review of procedures for exemptions from RPT
Committee
– Lead Independent Director chairing the RPT
committee
– Introduction of GM and Executive Committee

• Fit for challenges
– Diverse and extensive slate competencies, adequate
time availability and commitment
37

Awakening the Lion: our commitment

1

Our interests as large, long-term committed shareholder are aligned with those of the market

2

We are aware that our strategic intentions are based on an outside-in analysis and, should we be appointed, we
commit to present a business plan within 6 months and we will consistently monitor the results against it

3

We will ensure the absence of conflicts of interest by adopting the most stringent standards and
transparency on corporate governance

4

We will balance powers within the Company and ensure complete and exhaustive disclosure

5

We will consider the excellent human capital of the group as a key factor to achieve value creation for all
shareholders

6

We will make sure ESG is embedded in our strategy and live by our commitment towards Community

All notes and sources at page 41-42; Glossary at page 43
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What you may hear…and a fair point of view
• «Generali
delivered a great
TSR since Mr.
Donnet got the
role»

• Since Donnet’s step-in as CEO in ‘161, Generali’s TSR2 has been ~74%, higher than AXA (~52%) and lower than Allianz (~84%) and Zurich (~170%)

• «Generali had a
good economic
performance
since Mr. Donnet
got the role»

• Generali’s performance is lower vs. its main peers (Allianz, AXA and Zurich) between beginning of ‘16 and end of ‘21, both in terms of growth (Generali Gross
Written Premiums CAGR of ~0,4% vs. peers’ average of ~1,5%) and in terms of profitability (Generali adj. EPS3 CAGR of ~5,6% vs. peers’ average of ~7,6%)

• «>14% EPS
CAGR is not
feasible »

• Investor Day Plan under-promises on the EPS CAGR potential of the Group, that can do much better with revitalized management and more investments

• «They will move
cash from
dividends to
M&A»

• We forecast the same dividends per share 22-24 as per «Lifetime Partner 24» Plan

• «It is just a
power battle»

• Generali must be «freed» from the influence of a single shareholder and it must be ensured that the choices are only aimed at creating value for all shareholders

• Generali’s share performance in 2021 has been positively impacted, inter alia, by two events external to the Company's operations: i) the stake-building of two
major shareholders; ii) the reduction of the BTP-Bund spread in the first quarter of the year following the appointment of Mr. Draghi as Prime Minister
• Excluding the positive performance registered by the share in 2021, Generali’s TSR from Mr. Donnet’s nomination to 2020 year-end was only ~33% (mainly due to
the distribution of dividends) vs. the peers’ average TSR of ~73%

• There is not only economic performance; also evolving the strategic positioning, to be ready for future, matters; Generali has changed very little from 2015
– Was ~70% Life-oriented and still is; was under-scale in fee businesses (e.g. A&WM) and still is
– Is late in the Insurtech/ Fintech game, slow in the Asia game, in adding the must-have Tech and Data competencies to its workforce

• >14% EPS CAGR should be seen as follows: 1) ~3% comes from acquisitions held in 2021 plus the 2022 buyback; 2) we are not afraid of illustrating a bold
ambition of additional 3-4% from inorganic M&A; 3) the internal managerial effort is therefore ~8-9%, of which a significant component is related to cost
efficiency
• Our bolder M&A ambition, driven by regulatory prudence and financial discipline, is not an alternative to dividend but comes from:
– more cash generated organically for the untapped potential the Company has
– more proactive stance on financial leverage, that the Company should use as a lever of its additional dry powder, in case one-two deals that are must-do opportunities for the Group arise

• Management and Board must be independent and with no conflicts of interest to succeed; therefore, (i) our list is significantly independent; (ii) we will change the
thresholds and procedures of the RPT committee, supervised by an LID, providing complete reporting and (iii) the CEO will rebalance his powers with a
remuneration aligned to shareholders’ interests

Note: (1) Since the 17/03/2016; (2) Data as of 11/03/2022; (3) Adjusted for non-recurring or non-operating items;
Sources at page 42; Glossary at page 43
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Thank you.

40

Notes and sources
Page

Notes and sources

6

Note: (1) Dividends per share per year in line with current MYP; (2) Intesa Sanpaolo, Kepler Cheuvreux, Equita and BNP Paribas; All key targets are based on current accounting standards;
Sources: Investor Day Plan (15th December 2021); Refinitiv; Intesa Sanpaolo, Kepler Cheuvreux, Equita and BNP Paribas analyst reports released following the Strategic Plan announcement;

8

Note: Analysis timeframe for Mkt. Cap.: 30/12/2005-30/12/2021; Zurich figures converted in EUR (exchange rate 30/12/05: 1,1797; exchange rate 30/12/21: 1,1334; exchange rate 31/12/21: 1,1326);
Sources: Refinitiv; Banca d’Italia; Generali, Allianz, AXA and Zurich 2021 financial statements and supplementary financial information

9

Note: (1) In terms of P&C total revenues and Life statutory premiums Allianz business mix is ~44% P&C and ~56% Life; (2) Business mix based on Gross Revenues; (3) Excludes flows from acquisition of Quadrant (8B€) and flows from
China Joint Ventures (10B€) for 2020 net inflows;
Sources: Generali, Allianz, AXA and Zurich 2005-2019-2020-2021 financial statements and supplementary financial information

10

Note: (1) Life + P&C Operating Result; (2) Allianz P&C Italy GWP assumed equal to total revenues; (3) AXA P&C Italy GWP assumed equal to gross revenues P&C Italy; (4) Assuming November and December 2021 Operating Result of
Cattolica to be ~63M€ given Net Income of last 2 months of 2021 equal to 38M€ as per page 44 of 2021 Generali Results Presentation to analysts, Cattolica business mix based on 2020 OR mix (67% P&C and 33% Life);
Sources: Generali, Allianz, AXA, Zurich 2017-2020-2021 financial statements and supplementary financial information; Generali FY2021 Analyst Presentation; https://www.cattolica.it/en/financial-data

11

Note: (1) Includes significant transactions and "business combinations" as defined and described by each company in their respective financial statement reports or press releases (e.g., "Principali eventi di rilievo/eventi significativi" for
Generali); excludes investments in real estate companies, transactions for which no consideration has been communicated by the company and not material transactions; Zurich figures converted using announcement dates USD-EUR
exchange rate; (2) Allianz X; (3) AXA Venture Partners;
Sources: Generali, Allianz, AXA, Zurich 2018-2021 financial statements and supplementary financial information; Press releases; Banca d’Italia; Capital markets day presentations; Companies Strategic Plans (‘Generali 2021: Leveraging
strengths to accelerate growth’, Generali 2024: ‘Generali Lifetime partner 24’; ‘AXA Investor day Ambition 2020’; ‘Allianz Capital Markets day 2016’); “Generali group and Accenture form joint venture to accelerate the insurer’s digital
transformation strategy” press release (December 2020)

12

Note: (1) According to analyst consensus;
Sources: Intesa Sanpaolo, Equita, BNP Paribas and Berenberg analyst reports released following the Strategic Plan announcement

15

Sources: Fitch

17

Sources: Generali, Allianz, AXA, Zurich, Manulife and Aviva 2019-2020-2021 financial statements and supplementary financial information

19

Note: (1) Allianz P&C Italy GWP assumed equal to total revenues; (2) AXA P&C Italy GWP assumed equal to gross revenues P&C Italy;
Sources: Generali, Allianz, AXA 2017-2021 financial statements and supplementary financial information; For comparison purposes 2020 data retrieved from national bureau (ANIA);
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Notes and sources
Page

Notes and sources

20

Note: (1) Includes Commercial motor insurance, Commercial Property Insurance, Liability Insurance, Marine insurance, and Others (business interruption insurance, workers’ compensation insurance, management liability insurance, errors
and omissions insurance, and crime coverage); (2) CAGR includes Italy, Germany, France, Spain, UK, Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, accounting for ≈80% of 2020 European P&C market according
to Fitch; (3) S&P Global Market Intelligence analysis of 224 European insurers;
Sources: Allianz Capital Markets Day 2021; AXA Group Investor Day 2020; “Commercial Insurance Market: Global Opportunity Analysis and Industry Forecast, 2020-2028” (June 2021); Fitch; S&P Global

21

Note: (1) Includes health stand alone, personal accident and travel insurance; (2) Out-Of-Pocket; (3) CAGR includes Italy, Germany, France, Spain, UK, Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, accounting for
≈80% of 2020 European P&C market according to Fitch;
Sources: Allianz Capital Markets Day 2021; AXA Group Investor Day 2020; Fitch; GlobalData; Eurostat

22

Note: (1) Allianz GI only; (2) Excludes flows from acquisition of Quadrant (8B€) and flows from China Joint Ventures (10B€) for 2020 net inflows; (3) 2021 data compared to Natixis;
Sources: Generali, Allianz, AXA, Natixis 2021 annual reports and financial statements; Sycomore public data; https://www.allianzgi.com/en/our-firm; Allianz analyst presentation FY2021

25

Note: (1) AXA Venture Partners data (1B$) converted using 31/12/2021 USD-EUR exchange rate;
Sources: Companies’ websites (Axavp,com; Allianzx.com); Banca d'Italia; News articles

27

Note: (1) Includes significant transactions and "business combinations" as defined and described by each company in their respective financial statement reports or press releases (e.g., "Principali eventi di rilievo/eventi significativi" for
Generali); excludes investments in real estate companies, transactions for which no consideration has been communicated by the company and not material transactions; Zurich figure converted using 07/04/2021 (announcement date)
USD-EUR exchange rate;
Sources: Generali, Allianz, AXA, Zurich 2017-2018-2019-2020-2021 financial statements and supplementary financial information; Press releases; Banca d’Italia

29

Note: (1) Ranking of top 100 insurers globally; (2) Company-specific definitions: Generali – Green and Sustainable Investments; Allianz GI – Sustainable investment & SDG-aligned/ impact investing; AXA – Green Investments; Total AuM
excludes third-party AuM;
Sources: Company sustainability reports (Generali ESG Presentation 2021, Allianz GI Sustainability Report 2020; AXA Integrated Report 2020; Zurich Sustainability Report 2020); Zurich Investor Presentation Including Commentary
Annual Results 2020; S&P Global latest update November 2021 for Generali, AXA and Zurich, December 2021 for Allianz; Sustainalytics latest update September 2021; MSCI latest update October 2021 for AXA, November 2021 for
Allianz, July 2020 for Zurich and December 2021 for Generali; Yahoo Finance; Sustainalytics; MSCI

30

Sources: Generali 2021 financial statements

32

Note: from Generali Related Party Transaction procedure: “19.2 The Group CEO, also upon request of the Committee, shall submit to the Board, at least every three years, a proposed revision or confirmation of the Procedure, which takes account (inter alia) of any
changes in the ownership of the Company and of the efficacy demonstrated by the Procedure in its practical application. 19.3 The Group CEO shall be granted all the widest powers by the Company’s Board of Directors to implement the Procedure fully and substantially”
Sources: Generali Related Party Transaction procedure
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Sources: Generali, Allianz and Zurich 2015 and 2021 annual reports; AXA’s earnings presentation and financial supplement FY 2021; Bloomberg
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Glossary
A&WM

Asset & Wealth Management

GARO

Generali Asia Regional Office

AA/AI

Advanced Analytics/ Artificial Intelligence

GM

General Manager

ACEE

Austria & Central and Eastern Europe

GOSP

Group Operations Service Platform

AM

Asset Management

GWP

Gross Written Premiums

AuM

Asset under Management

HC

Healthcare

B2B

Business to Business

HQ

Headquarters

BoD

Board of Directors

LID

Lead Independent Director

bps

basis points

LoB

Line of Business

BU

Business Unit

M&A

Mergers & Acquisitions

C/I

Cost / Income

MS/ m.s.

Market Share

CAGR

Compound Annual Growth Rate

MYP

Multi-Year Plan

CEE

Central and Eastern Europe

OOP

Out Of Pocket

CMD

Capital Markets Day

OR

Operating Result

EBIT

Earnings Before Interests and Taxes

P&C

Property & Casualty

EMEA

Europe, Middle East and Africa

P&L

Profit & Loss

EPS

Earnings Per Share

ROI

Return on Investment

ESG

Environmental, Social, Governance

RPT

Related Party Transactions

FY

Full Year

TSR

Total Shareholder Return
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